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Most German Politicians.

Are not very bright people. It is expected of them--very many of them went through the

same degree mills in the US or in the US sponsored institutions which dumb people

down to the point of no return and provide "skills" otherwise inapplicable in the real

world. A case in point is Germany's Foreign Minister Heiko Maas. As yo may have

guessed it by now, he has a law, granted obtained in Germany, but still, one has to

wonder what it takes to transition from the post Minister of Justice and Consumer

Protection to the position of Germany's Foreign Minister, but nothing should surprise

us about modern German politics or economy, for that matter. 

I don't know what or who prompted Maas to express his opinion on this: 

But, speaking in plain language each German politician from top (post of

Chancellor) down to a local level should memorize these simple truisms: 

1. Germany is a geopolitical midget in a transition to an economic midgetship and

nobody in Russia gives a shit what Maas or, for that matter, Merkel think;

2. Russia doesn't want and is absolutely not interested in G-7 because it is between

Russia and the US and European midgets are in the G-7 merely for entourage,

Germany included. 

Why this dead horse of useless G-7 is being brought back into conversation by

Germany remain a complete mystery to me, as well as to many other people who do

actual count of capabilities. Europe as a whole is a pathetic exhibit A of

incompetence, phantom pains of lost greatness, military midgetry and of cultural

suicide. One has to ask a question, why exactly should Russia want to join this cabal

of perverts? Russia is an antithesis to European "values" and new Russian

Constitution established this fact on a fundamental level. Russia is ready to do

business with those who want to do business with Russia, but Russians remember

very clearly a role Germany played in unleashing hell in Ukraine and, in general,

Germany's attempt to take a "high ground" vis-a-vis Russia are dismissed by

Russians outright, as they should be. Swinging from one extreme of Nazism to

another, of a complete moral debauchery and cultural suicide, does not provide

Germany with any right, let alone capability, to offer any advise to Russia. 

In the end, Russia joining anything is not up to Trump either, let alone to some

colorless lawyer from Germany who has zero real expertise in foreign relations and
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foreign policy on the level which is way out of Germany's league and is nothing more

than a typical German lefty political bureaucrat who cannot possibly generate any

ideas on serious geopolitical matters. Nobody in Europe can--today it is a cultural

and intellectual wasteland which still tries to live off the material heritage of once

proud Western Civilization. And even that Europe cannot do well. It is a world of

great powers' global rivalry today we live in, Germany is not one of them in this

game and, as an object of history should avoid trying to play one. Great power she is

not and Heiko Maas better learn this fast to avoid future embarrassments.    
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